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HOW TO DESIGN A LAKE SYSTEM
By Mark Merkelbach, Green Earth Operations, Inc.

My eleven-year old daughter often asks me what my firm does with water. 
Well, here is my attempt to explain, by using one of our projects as an example.

1. The BIG IDEA
  Our client, a large land developer, wants to create a new lake system by connecting a series 
of smaller existing lakes. The plan is to excavate new areas that will connect all the existing 
lakes. The final product is a much larger lake system (5.3 km2) that will be surrounded by a 
new town. Up to 75,000 people will be able to live in this new town. These people will want 
clean water and do not want to worry about being flooded. We have our work cut out for us 
to make this a reality.

    Throughout this process, we also need to identify all the streams that flow into the site 
and calculate how much water they convey during the dry and wet seasons.

    The first step in this process is to understand the existing site conditions both in terms of 
water quantity and quality. Much of this site consists of agricultural lands, small lakes and 
streams. Noticing that the onsite water is green, this is a good indication that the water 
quality is bad. We will need to collect water samples to see just how bad the water is.

2. Understanding the Project site
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    Once we have all this information, we can finalize our water plan by calculating how 
much water the site needs, determine water surface elevations, and identify flooding risks. 
This is complicated stuff so we use multiple computer software packages (i.e. hydrologic 
and hydraulic models) to calculate our results.

   Working with a landscape architect, we develop the layout for the water system including 
widths and depths. Using this layout, we then develop a water balance that tells us how 
much water will enter and leave the site. It is important to account for stormwater that is 
generated on site when it rains. This water will flow into the lake from many locations and 
accounts for a big percentage of water that fills and flushes this lake.

3. Master Water Plan



Grading Study: 
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    Now that we have a framework developed, we begin detailing the design of the many 
water structures that will control the lake elevation and release excess water during flood 
evens. These water structure are called weirs and come in many shapes and sizes.

4. Design

    The water plan is a useful tool in determining how much soil needs to be excavated to 
build this new lake. Ideally, we want the total amount of soil excavated to be balanced out 
by the amount of soil we need as fill in order to create a base for roadways and buildings.
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    During this process we also want to treat the dirty water that enters our site. Most of 
this water comes from agricultural runoff so it contains a lot of nutrients that create water 
quality problems.

    We design and install water quality channels at 
each inlet to the site (marked by the red circles) . 
These water quality channels use both biological and 
physical process to filter and remove pollutants.
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   After the design is complete, the project goes to construction. All our design analysis and 
calculations become realities as we start digging out the new lake sections and building the 
structures. Soon, I hope to be one of the many people to enjoy in this new lake system!

5. Construction


